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Gas transportation over long distances is increasingly needed to gather natural gas from far fields to final market.
Pipelines are often required to cross harsh areas where ground hazards are likely to occur. The need to study the strain-
based behavior of pipelines under imposed displacement necessitated the development of full-scale testing facilities and
numerical/analytical models for buckling prediction. This paper presents a new analytical formulation for the estimate of
pipe strain capacity against buckling. Its development has been carried out by taking advantage of an experimental database
coming from Eni’s projects.

INTRODUCTION

Natural gas will play a fundamental role in the “next green
power energy era” since it is the unique fossil fuel able to assure
an environmentally sustainable transition to full renewable sources
in an economical way. At the same time, the nearest gas fields
to market areas are mostly depleted; therefore, routes from giant
mid-continental reservoirs to end users market areas have been
analyzed by the energy Majors. Independent technical-economical
evaluations have proven that gas pipeline systems based on semi-
traditional construction techniques and high-strength steel with
high operative gas pressure (above 10 MPa) are the only viable
options to exploit “stranded gas fields.” Usage of high-grade
API 5L X80 steel gas pipelines has continuously increased, thus
demonstrating a consolidated trend in adopting it as a standard
solution for high pressure gas transportation. The largest devel-
opment “in-field applications” are in North America, the United
Kingdom, and many Asiatic countries (mostly China and India).
However, the general lack of massive application of this tech-
nology pushed Majors to be engaged in filling the gaps to make
available this application on an industrial scale over a long time
span of reliable service. Pipelines are required to cross harsh areas
involving complex hazards. Given this scenario, the integrity of
the pipeline does not depend on pressure containment only, but
must also take into account additional external loads. For onshore
pipelines, specifically, integrity may be a function of the geo-
graphical area, where additional external load actions due to a
variety of possible ground movements must be considered from
the design stage and faced during operation and maintenance. In
order to describe the pipe limit capacity under combined loading,
accurate models are required as well as the proper understanding
of the ground movement and soil properties. Within this frame-
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work, Eni and CSM were involved in several projects on very
high strength steel (X80-X100 API 5L) since the ‘90s. Part of
the experimental activities addressed building a consistent back-
ground database to develop a robust model. So, investigations
have focused on studying a large variety of modeling approaches
for combined loading conditions (internal pressure, bending, and
possibly axial load action).

This paper presents the adoption of an integrated full-scale
testing and numerical analysis approach to develop an analytical
model for estimating the strain capability of pipelines subjected
to imposed bending curvature.

TPI Project

Eni has exploited different transportation solutions for long-
distance gas transmission since the mid-‘90s, and a dedicated
R&D project started in 1995 on this matter (Barsanti et al., 2002).
In 2008, a research project named TPI (Transport at Pressure
Intermediate) was launched and aimed at:

• fulfilling gaps on X80 grade steel line pipe enhanced appli-
cations (pressure > 10.0 MPa), and

• getting safe and reliable “in the trench” application based on
X80 gas pipeline solution
through an extensive full-scale testing activity to get data for
comparison with numerical models. The active participation
through “in-kind cooperation” involving pipe producers, contrac-
tors, research centers, and welding providers was the key point in
knowledge improvement and data result sharing.

CSM Full-Scale Bending Device

The CSM full-scale device was designed to apply four-point
bending on the horizontal plane by means of two hydraulic jacks
of 400 tonnes (4,000 kN) each, for a total load capability of
800 tons (8,000 kN) and pipe internal pressure up to 2,000 bar
with water. A schematic overview of the testing rig is provided
in Fig. 1. The hydraulic jacks, which have a maximum stroke of
5.1 m each, are hinged to a stiff steel frame and linked to the pipe
under testing.

The test string is composed of three pipes:


